* General Rule: Please check the general rule first before read this rule. General rule take
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Specially testing material of size and weight is till on progress, but still there will be new updates.

Robot Farming
Extreme
1. Game Description
It aims to complete various missions such as cultivating a field, planting trees by controlling
the humanoid robot. It will be conducted by tournament and game management strategy
and robotics controlling ability is important to complete the mission. This game is played
face-to-face only.

2. Rules
2-1. Type of robot: Articulated two-legged walking robot (humanoid).
2-2. Composition of robot
2-2-1. Construction: pre-made
All robots must be pre-made before the competition and extra time will not be given in
the competition hall.
2-2-2. Classification into standard and extreme game
1)

Standard: It appoints first version of regular humanoid, only robots approved by
IROC can participate the competition.
- Not allowed to modify anything in the kits such as gripper.

2)

Extreme: No limitation on components and items, all humanoid robot can
participate in the competition

2-3. Power
2-3-1. Robots should work with an independent electric power supply; it cannot use a
combustible device.
2-3-2. There are no limitations on battery type and voltage level
2-4. Operation
2-4-1. It should be articulated two-legged walking robot without linking structure
2-4-2. While it is standing, both feet should not cross each other.
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- While placing stones (black blocks) to the disposal area, points will be accepted
fully placed inside the line. (Points will not be accepted if the block is touching the
line)
-

Disposal area will be printed in A4 sheet and attached to the mission map.

Disposal Area

Disposal Area

<Example of Disposal Area>
2) Planting a tree: move tree blocks to designated area
3) Growing the tree: stack same tree block in 2 stories.
5-2. Point
1) Cultivate a field: 2 points per one stone. (black block)
2) Planting a tree: 1 point per one tree.
3) Growing the tree: extra 2points per one tree.

5-3. Officialize of the Mission
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as a point. However, they can re-use the thrown tree blocks if they want to.
5-5-9. In double deck/floor mission, If there is wrong cube on the 2nd floor, won’t be
counted as points
5-6. Start A participant should start the robot when the referee starts the game.
5-6-1. False start
If the participant starts the robot before the referee’s signal, it is declared as ‘False
start’ and they have only one more chance to restart.
5-6-2. Restart
The opportunity of restart will be given only once and if conducts false start twice in
a row, he/she will be disqualified.
5-7. Time limit
According to the mission announced on the day of match, it will be given maximum 2
minutes for the match.
5-8. Match decision
5-8-1. Called game
If one participant completes all missions, the game ends and counts the points at
the match end.
5-8-2. Time limit
If robots couldn’t complete the missions within 2 minutes, will record the point when
the match ends.
5-8-3. Robot stop (Malfunction)
If the robot doesn’t move during match or hovers around a specific space, the
referee will count 10 seconds. If the robot still cannot move, referee calls it a robot
stop and the robot will be excluded from the match. Opponent robot will continue
its match.
5-8-4. Robot falls
When robot falls off the playing field, referee will pick up the robot on the place where
the robot falls and restart the game after 10 seconds count. If robot moves during
those 10 counts, it will be declared as ‘False Start’ and participant will have one more
chance to restart after 10 counts again.

5-9. Penalty
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If still can’t decide the winner, 1 more minute will be given, will be restarted in the
should not move without referee’s permission.
5-9-2. After rearrangement of robot and referee’s decision, the match will begin with the
signal of referee.
5-9-3. If robot moves without the referee’s permission, penalty will be charged again.
5-9-4. If participant gets the penalty, 3 points will be deducted from their points. (Ex. If
participant get charged the penalty 3 times, it will be deducted 9 points from their
points.)

5-10. Disqualification
5-10-1. Robot touch
During the match, if participants touch the robot without approval of judge, it will be
declared robot touch and will be disqualified.
5-10-2. Penalty
If participant get charged penalty over 3 times, participant will be disqualified and
point will not be counted.
5-10-3. If participant break into the Yellow line(refer to 3-2-3.), participant will be
disqualified.
5-11. Rematches
During the match if expected situation occurs, such as blackout or breakdown of
measuring instrument, referee can decide to do rematch.
5-12. Referee will control all situations from and referee have authority to control
participants. The judgment of game result is exclusive authorization of referee. The
declaration shall be final.

6. Evaluation
6-1. Ranking decision factors: Participant who gets more points in the limited time.
6-2. Order of priority to result
6-2-1. Group league
If there are teams who get the same points, below formula will be applied.
6-2-1-1. Point difference with opponent > Total score > Less penalty point
6-2-1-2. Extra time
initial state, will decide the winner by number of points.
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If still can’t decide the winner, 1 more minute will be given, will be restarted in the
6-2-2. Tournament
6-2-2-1. Extra time: If still can’t decide the winner, 1 more minute will be given, will
be restarted in the initial state, will decide the winner by number of points.
.
6-2-2-2. If the winner hasn’t been decided yet, extra time will be conducted to find out
the winner
6-2-2-3. If there are 3 people in the tournament, it will be conducted as Group league
and above rule (6-2-1.) will be applied.
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